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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the robust stability and stabilization for a class of
switched discrete-time systems with state parameter uncertainty. Firstly, a new matrix
inequality considering uncertainties is introduced and proved. By means of it, a novel
suﬃcient condition for robust stability and stabilization of a class of uncertain
switched discrete-time systems is presented. Furthermore, based on the result
obtained, the switching law is designed and has been performed well, and some
suﬃcient conditions of robust stability and stabilization have been derived for the
uncertain switched discrete-time systems using the Lyapunov stability theorem,
block matrix method, and inequality technology. Finally, some examples are exploited
to illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed schemes.
Keywords: switching design; uncertain discrete system; robust stability and
stabilization; Lyapunov function; linear matrix inequality
1 Introduction
A switched system is a hybrid dynamical system consisting of a ﬁnite number of subsys-
tems and a logical rule that manages switching between these subsystems. Switched sys-
tems have drawn a great deal of attention in recent years; see [–] and references therein.
The motivation for studying switched systems comes partly from the fact that switched
systems and switched multicontroller systems have numerous applications in control of
mechanical systems, process control, automotive industry, power systems, aircraft and
traﬃc control, and many other ﬁelds. An important qualitative property of switched sys-
tem is stability [–]. The challenge of analyzing the stability of switched system lies partly
in the fact that, even if the individual systems are stable, the switched systemmight be un-
stable. Using a common quadratic Lyapunov function on all subsystems, the quadratic
Lyapunov stability facilitates the analysis and synthesis of switched systems. However, the
obtained results within this framework have been recognized to be conservative. In [],
various algorithms both for stability and performance analysis of discrete-time piece-wise
aﬃne systems were presented. Diﬀerent classes of Lyapunov functions were considered,
and how to compute them through linear matrix inequalities was also shown. Moreover,
the tradeoﬀ between the degree of conservativeness and computational requirements was
discussed. The problem of stability analysis and control synthesis of switched systems in
the discrete-time domain was addressed in []. The approach followed in [] looked
at the existence of a switched quadratic Lyapunov function to check asymptotic stability
of the switched system under consideration. Two diﬀerent linear matrix inequality-based
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conditions allow to check the existence of such a Lyapunov function. These two conditions
have been proved to be equivalent for stability analysis.
There are many methodologies and approaches developed in the switched systems the-
ory: approaches of looking for an appropriate switching strategy to stabilize the system
[], dwell-time and average dwell-time approaches for stability analysis and stabilization
problems [], approaches of studying stability and control problems under a speciﬁc class
of switching laws [], or under arbitrary switching sequences [, ]. Reference [] inves-
tigated the quadratic stability and linear state feedback and output feedback stabilization
of switched delayed linear dynamic systems with, in general, a ﬁnite number of noncom-
mensurate constant internal point delays. The results were obtained based on Lyapunov
stability analysis via appropriate Krasovskii-Lyapunov functionals, and the related stabil-
ity study was performed to obtain both delay-independent and delay-dependent results.
The problem of fault estimation for a class of switched nonlinear systems of neutral type
was considered in []. Suﬃcient delay-dependent existence conditions of theH∞ fault es-
timator were given in terms of certainmatrix inequalities based on the average dwell-time
approach. The problem of robust reliable control for a class of uncertain switched neutral
systems under asynchronous switching was investigated in []. A state feedback con-
troller was proposed to guarantee exponential stability and reliability for switched neutral
systems, and the dwelltime approach was utilized for the stability analysis and controller
design. The exponential stability for a class of nonlinear hybrid time-delay systems was
addressed in []. The delay-dependent stability conditions were presented in terms of
the solution of algebraic Riccati equations, which allows computing simultaneously the
two bounds that characterize the stability rate of the solution.
On another research front line, it has been recognized that parameter uncertainties,
which often occur in many physical processes, are main sources of instability and poor
performance. Therefore, much attention has been devoted to the study of various systems
with uncertainties, and a great number of useful results have been reported in the litera-
ture on the issues of robust stability, robustH∞ control, robustH∞ ﬁltering, and so on, by
considering diﬀerent classes of parameter uncertainties [, ].
Recently, some stability condition and stabilization approaches have been proposed for
the switched discrete-time system [, ]. In [], the quadratic stabilization of discrete-
time switched linear systems was studied, and quadratic stabilization of switched systems
with normbounded time varying uncertainties was investigated. In [], the stability prop-
erty for the switched systems which were composed of a continuous-time LTI subsystem
and a discrete time LTI subsystem was studied. There existed a switched quadratic Lya-
punov function to check asymptotic stability of the switched discrete-time system in [].
The objective of this paper is to present novel approaches for the asymptotical stabil-
ity and stabilization of switched discrete-time system with parametric uncertainties. The
parameter uncertainties are time-varying but norm-bounded. Firstly, a new inequality is
given. Using the new result, a new suﬃcient condition for robust stability and stabilization
of a class of uncertain switched discrete-time systems is proposed. Furthermore, using the
block matrix method, inequality technology, and the Lyapunov stability theorem, some
suﬃcient conditions for robust stability and stabilization have been presented for the un-
certain switched discrete-time systems, and the switched law design has been performed.
Comparing with [, ], the uncertainty in system was not considered in [, ], but we
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consider the uncertainty in systems and the design switching law is simple and easy for
application.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem is formulated in Section .
Section  deals with robust stability and stabilization criteria for a class of discrete-time
switched system with uncertainty. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the the-
oretical results in Section , and the conclusions are drawn in Section .
2 Preliminaries
The following notations will be used throughout this paper. R+ denotes the set of all real
nonnegative numbers; Rn denotes the n-dimensional space with the scalar product of two
vectors 〈x, y〉 or xTy; Rn×r denotes the space of all matrices of (n × r)-dimension. AT de-
notes the transpose of A; a matrix A is symmetric if A = AT .
MatrixA is semipositive deﬁnite (A ≥ ) if 〈Ax,x〉 ≥ , for all x ∈ Rn;A is positive deﬁnite
(A > ) if 〈Ax,x〉 >  for all x = ; A ≥ B means A – B ≥ . λ(A) denotes the set of all
eigenvalues of A; λmin(A) =min{Reλ : λ ∈ λ(A)}.
Consider uncertain discrete systems with interval time-varying delay of the form












, k = , , , . . . ,
x(k) = vk , k = –d, –d + , . . . , ,
(.)
where x(k) ∈ Rn is the state, γ (·) : Rn →N := {, , . . . ,N} is the switching rule, which is a
function depending on the state at each time and will be designed. A switching function
is a rule which determines a switching sequence for a given switching system. Moreover,
γ (x(k)) = i implies that the system realization is chosen as the ith system, i = , , . . . ,N . It
is seen that the system (.) can be viewed as an autonomous switched system in which
the eﬀective subsystem changes when the state x(k) hits predeﬁned boundaries. Ai, Bi,
i = , , . . . ,N are given constant matrices and the time-varying uncertain matricesAi(k)
and Bi(k) are deﬁned by
Ai(k) = EiaFia(k)Hia,Bi(k) = EibFib(k)Hib, (.)
where Eia, Eib, Hia, Hib are known constant real matrices with appropriate dimensions.
Fia(k), Fib(k) are unknown uncertain matrices satisfying
FTia(k)Fia(k)≤ I, FTib(k)Fib(k)≤ I, k = , , , . . . . (.)
The time-varying function d(k) satisﬁes the following condition:
 < d ≤ d(k)≤ d, ∀k = , , , . . . .
Remark . It is worth noting that the time delay is a time-varying function belonging to
a given interval, in which the lower bound of delay is not restricted to zero.
Deﬁnition . The uncertain switched system (.) is robustly stable if there exists a
switching function γ (·) such that the zero solution of the uncertain switched system is
asymptotically stable for all uncertainties which satisfy (.) and (.).
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Deﬁnition . The system of matrices {Ji}, i = , , . . . ,N , is said to be strictly complete if
for every x ∈ Rn \ {} there is i ∈ {, , . . . ,N} such that xTJix < .
It is easy to see that the system {Ji} is strictly complete if and only if
N⋃
i=




x ∈ Rn : xTJix < 
}
, i = , , . . . ,N .
Proposition . ([]) The system {Ji}, i = , , . . . ,N, is strictly complete if there exist δi ≥
, i = , , . . . ,N,
∑N




If N =  then the above condition is also necessary for the strict completeness.
Proposition . (Cauchy inequality) For any symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix N ∈
Mn×n and a,b ∈ Rn we have
+aTb≤ aTNa + bTN–b.
Proposition . ([]) Let E,H and F be any constantmatrices of appropriate dimensions
and FTF ≤ I. For any  > , we have













Wi =Q – P + HTiaHia +HTibHib,
Wi = S –ATi ST ,
Wi = –SBi –ATi ST ,
Wi = P + S + ST + SEiaETiaST + SEiaETiaST +HTibHib,
Wi = S – SBi, (.)
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Wi = –Q – SBi – BTi ST + SEibETibST + SEibETibST +HTibHib,
Ji(S,Q) = (d – d)Q – SAi –ATi ST + SEiaETiaST +HTiaHia,
αi =
{
x ∈ Rn : xTJi(S,Q)x < 
}
, i = , , . . . ,N ,
α¯ = α, α¯i = αi \
i–⋃
j=
α¯j, i = , , . . . ,N .
The main result of this paper is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem . The uncertain switched system (.) is robustly stable if there exist symmet-
ric positive deﬁnite matrices P > , Q >  and matrices S, S satisfying the following con-
ditions
(i) ∃δi ≥ , i = , , . . . ,N ,∑Ni= δi >  :∑Ni= δiJi(S,Q) < ,
(ii) Wi(S,S,P,Q) < , i = , , . . . ,N .
The switching rule is chosen as γ (x(k)) = i, whenever x(k) ∈ α¯i.
Proof Consider the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional for any ith system (.)
V (k) = V(k) +V(k) +V(k),
where










We can verify that
λ
∥∥x(k)∥∥ ≤ V (k). (.)
















Then, the diﬀerence of V(k) along the solution of the system is given by
V(k) = xT (k + )Px(k + ) – xT (k)Px(k)









ξT (k)Hξ (k) = x(k + )Px(k + ).
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Using the expression of system (.)















–Sx(k + ) + S(Ai + EiaFiaHia)x(k) + S(Bi + EibFibHib)x(k – d(k))







SAi + SEiaFiaHia –S SBi + SEibFibHib






.I (SAi + SEiaFiaHia)T (SAi + SEiaFiaHia)T
 –ST –ST
 (SBi + SEibFibHib)T (SBi + SEibFibHib)T
⎞
⎟⎠Gξ (k).
Therefore, from (.), it follows that
V(k) = xT (k)
[
















+ x(k + )
[
P + S + ST
]
x(k + )
+ x(k + )
[

















Applying Proposition ., Proposition . and condition (.), the following estimations
hold
–EiaFia(k)HTiaST – SEiaFia(k)Hia ≤ SEiaETiaST +HTiaHia,
–EibFib(k)HTibST – SEibFib(k)Hib ≤ SEibETibST +HTibHib,





≤ x(k – h(k))SEibETibST x(k – h(k)) + xT (k)HTibHibx(k),
–xT (k)SEiaFia(k)Hiax(k + )
≤ x(k + )SEiaETiaST x(k + ) + xT (k)HTiaHiax(k),




≤ x(k – h(k))SEibETibST x(k – h(k)) + xT (k + )HTibHibx(k + ).
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Therefore, we have
V(k) ≤ xT (k)
[















+ x(k + )
[
P + S + ST + SEiaETiaST + SEiaETiaST +HTibHib
]
x(k + )

























































































xT (k)Qx(k) – xT (k + j – )Qx(k + j – )
]
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we obtain from (.) and (.) that









Therefore, combining the inequalities (.), (.) gives










Wi =Q – P + HTiaHia +HTibHib,
Wi = S –ATi ST ,
Wi = –SBi –ATi ST ,
Wi = P + S + ST + SEiaETiaST + SEiaETiaST +HTibHib,
Wi = S – SBi,
Wi = –Q – SBi – BTi ST + SEibETibST + SEibETibST +HTibHib,
Ji(S,Q) = (d – d)Q – SAi –ATi ST + SEiaETiaST +HTiaHia.
Therefore, we ﬁnally obtain from (.) and the condition (ii) that
V (k) < xT (k)Ji(S,Q)x(k), ∀i = , , . . . ,N ,k = , , , . . . .
Wenow apply the condition (i) and Proposition ., the system Ji(S,Q) is strictly complete,
and the sets αi and α¯i by (.) are well deﬁned such that
N⋃
i=
αi = Rn \ {},
N⋃
i=
α¯i = Rn \ {}, α¯i ∩ α¯j = ∅, i = j.
Therefore, for any x(k) ∈ Rn, k = , , . . ., there exists i ∈ {, , . . . ,N} such that x(k) ∈ α¯i.
By choosing switching rule as γ (x(k)) = i whenever x(k) ∈ α¯i, from the condition (.) we
have
V (k)≤ xT (k)Ji(S,Q)x(k) < , k = , , . . . ,
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which, combining the condition (.) and the Lyapunov stability theorem [], concludes
the proof of the theorem. 
3.2 Stabilization
Consider uncertain control discrete-time systems with interval time-varying delay of the
form








u(k), k = , , , . . . ,
x(k) = vk , k = –d, –d + , . . . , ,
(.)
where x(k) ∈ Rn is the state, u(k) ∈ Rm, m ≤ n, is the control input, γ (·) : Rn → N :=
{, , . . . ,N} is the switching rule, which is a function depending on the state at each time
andwill be designed. A switching function is a rulewhich determines a switching sequence
for a given switching system. Moreover, γ (x(k)) = i implies that the system realization is
chosen as the ith system, i = , , . . . ,N . It is seen that the system (.) can be viewed as
an autonomous switched system in which the eﬀective subsystem changes when the state









, k = –h, . . . , , (.)
and Ci, i = , , . . . ,N is the controller gain to be determined. Ai,Di, i = , , . . . ,N are given
constantmatrices and the time-varying uncertainmatricesAi(k),Di(k), andCi(k) are
deﬁned by: Ai(k) = EiaFia(k)Hia,Di(k) = EidFid(k)Hid , and Ci(k) = EicFic(k)Hic where
Eia, Eid , Eic, Hia, Hid , Hic are known constant real matrices with appropriate dimensions.
Fia(k), Fid(k), Fic(k) are unknown uncertain matrices satisfying
FTia(k)Fia(k)≤ I, FTid(k)Fid(k)≤ I, FTic (k)Fic(k)≤ I, k = , , , . . . . (.)
The time-varying function d(k) satisﬁes the following condition:
 < d ≤ d(k)≤ d, ∀k = , , , . . . .
Remark . It is worth noting that the time delay is a time-varying function belonging to
a given interval, in which the lower bound of delay is not restricted to zero.
Applying the feedback controller (.) to the system (.), the closed-loop discrete
time-delay system is




, k = , , , . . . . (.)
Deﬁnition . The uncertain switched control system (.) is robustly stabilizable if
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where
Wi =Q – P + HTiaHia,
Wi = S –ATi ST ,
Wi = –S –ATi ST ,
Wi = P + S + ST + SEiaETiaST + SEiaETiaST ,
Wi = S – S, (.)
Wi = –Q – S – ST ,
Ji(S,Q) = (d – d)Q – SAi –ATi ST + SEiaETiaST +HTiaHia,
αi =
{
x ∈ Rn : xTJi(S,Q)x < 
}
, i = , , . . . ,N ,
α¯ = α, α¯i = αi \
i–⋃
j=
α¯j, i = , , . . . ,N .
Theorem . The switched control system (.) is robustly stabilizable by the delayed
feedback control (.), where
(Ci +Ci) = (Di +Di)T
[
(Di +Di)(Di +Di)T
]–, i = , , . . . ,N ,
if there exist symmetric matrices P > , Q >  and matrices S, S satisfying the following
conditions
(i) ∃δi ≥ , i = , , . . . ,N ,∑Ni= δi >  :∑Ni= δiJi(S,Q) < ,
(ii) Wi(S,S,P,Q) < , i = , , . . . ,N .
The switching rule is chosen as γ (x(k)) = i, whenever x(k) ∈ α¯i.
Proof Using the feedback control (.), the closed-loop system leads to the system (.),
where
(Bi +Bi) = (Di +Di)(Ci +Ci)




Since S(Bi + Bi) = S, (Bi + Bi)TST = ST , S(Bi + Bi) = S, (Bi + Bi)TST = ST , the
stability condition of the closed-loop system (.), by Theorem ., is immediately de-
rived. 
Remark. Note that the results proposed in [–] for switching systems to be asymp-
totically stable under an arbitrary switching rule. The asymptotic stability for switching
linear discrete-time delay systems studied in [] was limited to constant delays. In [],
a class of switching signals has been identiﬁed for the considered switched discrete-time
delay systems to be stable under the averaged well time scheme.
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4 Numerical examples
Example . (Stability) Consider the uncertain switched discrete-time system (.),
where the delay function d(k) is given by

























































































By LMI toolbox of Matlab, we ﬁnd that the conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem . are satisﬁed
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is negative deﬁnite, i.e., the ﬁrst entry in the ﬁrst row and the ﬁrst column –. <  is
negative and the determinant of the matrix is positive. The sets α and α are given as
α =
{





(x,x) : .x + .xx + .x > 
}
.




(x,x) : –.x – .xx – .x < 
}
,
α = α \ α.
By Theorem . the uncertain system is robustly stable and the switching rule is chosen
as γ (x(k)) = i whenever x(k) ∈ α¯i.
Example . (Stabilization) Consider the uncertain switched discrete-time control sys-
tem (.), where the delay function d(k) is given by

































































































































By LMI toolbox of Matlab, we ﬁnd that the conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem . are satisﬁed















































is negative deﬁnite, i.e., the ﬁrst entry in the ﬁrst row and the ﬁrst column –. <  is
negative and the determinant of the matrix is positive. The sets α and α are given as
α =
{





(x,x) : .x + .xx + .x > 
}
.




(x,x) : –.x – .xx – .x < 
}
,
α = α \ α.
By Theorem ., the control system is robustly stabilizable and the switching rule is
σ (x(k)) = i whenever x(k) ∈ ¯i, the delayed feedback control is
u(k) =
[
–.x(k – d(k)) + .x (k – d(k))





–.x(k – d(k)) + .x(k – d(k))




This paper has proposed a switching design for the robust stability and stabilization of un-
certain switched linear discrete-time systems with interval time-varying delays. Based on
the discrete Lyapunov functional, a switching rule for the robust stability and stabilization
for the uncertain system is designed via linear matrix inequalities.
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